Ground down for a start

New look isn’t new enough as Hawks fall to Broncos in season opener

Larry Stone: Earl Thomas shows just how valuable he can be to this team
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EARLY BIRD OFFER — Cash Carry-to’s finished room is busy early Thursday as the owner of the small store in Renton, Wash., helps customers. The store offers a variety of items, including clothes, home goods and other products.

Blue-collar jobs are growing at a faster rate than service jobs, boosting small towns, rural areas

By SEATTLE TIMES STAFF REPORTER

Blue-collar job growth outpaces service jobs, according to government data released Tuesday, boosting small towns and rural areas that are strong supporters of President Donald Trump before the November’s midterm elections.
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The biggest drivers of the blue-collar hiring surge are the rebound in manufacturing — grew 3.3 percent in the year preceding July, the best monthly expansion, when large and mid-size cities enjoyed most of the new jobs, according to government data released Tuesday.
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Gary Cappetto, center, family-resource coordinator for Bethel School District, acts as the Bethel School Bus, or “Bee,” at a multi-home community in Lynnwood. Mobile-home manager Joan Barrie, right, and residents appreciate the school supplies, food and games

BY HEATHER LONG

As most Washington children returned to school last week, the number of homeless students continued to overwhelm school districts throughout the state.

For homeless students, just getting to school is hard
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Can $3B finally fix I-405 gridlock?

More toll lanes, Bothell bridge, Sound Transit bus stops in 2020?
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